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# 37     A Great Way to Frame Success and Failure
I was going back over old notes and I came 
across an absolute gem that deals with how 
we should look at success and failure. I’m 
Jerry Roberts and that’s right now on The 
Extra Point. 


As the saying goes, success has 100 fathers 
but failure is an orphan. 


Near as I’ve been able to learn, that proverb 
dates back to first century Greece, but it’s as 
true today as it was back then. We all love 
success and will jump on board the 
bandwagon to be a part of it. Yet, when failure 
happens nobody wants any part of it. It’s as if 
we’ll be permanently stained by the fact we 
made some mistakes.


What I found in those old notes is the perfect 
way to frame success and failure in any 
organization. Are you ready?


Objectify failure. Personalize success.


We put a face on it when we win, we make it 
faceless when we lose.


Failure becomes this lifeless, formless thing. A 
person isn’t a failure. Failure is what 
happened to all of us, and let’s go over the 
details and understand it. Let’s make this a 
learning experience. 


And if you want to add a really interesting twist, 
the person at the center of the issue, the one 
people might normally label the failure, can get 
the spotlight and lead the discussion on what 
happened. Who better to do that than the one 
who experienced it first hand?


Even though things didn’t work out their input 
at this stage is valuable to aid understanding 
and to ensure the same mistakes aren’t made 
the next time.


That’s how we frame failure. Now, let’s look at 
success and to get the organization’s praise 
and recognition machine in high gear.


With success we want the approach to be 
personal. We all won and here’s who was 
instrumental in making that happen, now let’s 
go celebrate.


I promise you this concept will be absolutely 
transformative. When workers have no fear of 
failing and that they won’t be the target of 
criticism, they’ll be more aggressive in finding 
better methods to build success.


The great creators in history saw failure as 
nothing more than being one step closer to 
reaching their goal. They learned from it, tried 
to avoid making the same mistake again, and 
plowed forward.


In your organization objectify failure and 
personalize success. You’ll be glad you did.


That’s The Extra Point. Get out there and 
make something good happen today. For 
93.3, I’m Jerry Roberts. 
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